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Abstract
Measurements with a small MWPC of gas gain reduction, due to ion space charge at high counting rates,
have been compared with theoretical predictions. The
quantity ta(q/qo)/(q/q0), where (q/q 0 ) is the relative
reduced avalanche charge, has been found to be closely
proportional to count rate, as predicted. The constant
of proportionality is in good agreement with calculations made with a modified version of the original,
simplified theory.

Although gain reduction due to space charge at
high counting rates is a well-studied phenomenon for
coaxial chambers [1,2,3], only recently has a theoretical description been given for multiwire proportional
chambers (MWPCs).[4] A very brief summary of a modified version of that treatment is given in the Appendix
below.
After making several simplifying assumptions,
this analysis predicts that the relative reduced avalanche charge, q/q0 , should be related to the count
rate per unit length per anode wire, n l t by the expression
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The specific current constant, Ij, is given by
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Here h is the anode-cathode spacing, u the positive ion
mobility, V a is the anode potential, Cj is the capacitance per unit length of anode wire, and
D - (l/M)dM/dVa,
where M is the gas gain.
The dimensionless factor,
kjj (L/h), which has a value between zero and unity,
takes into account that only a finite length, L, of
chamber is irradiated. The present theory differs from
that of Ref. 4 in the calculation of this modifying
factor (see Appendix). The number of anode wires irradiated may, for the present purposes, be assumed to be
infinite (see next section).
The aim of this experiment was to compare measurements of q/qOi in a small MWPC, with theoretical calculations from Eq. (1) so that the predictive value of
this formula could be assessed.
Apparatus
The experimental arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The MWPC dimensions were anode-cathode
spacing 3.00 mm, anode wire spacing 1.41 mm, anode wire
diameter 8 inn. There were thirteen normal anode wires
with two larger diameter guard wires at each side. In
order to simulate the situation in which an infinite
number of anode wires are irradiated, observations were
made only on the central wire, which was electrically
isolated from the remainder. A detailed analysis shows
*This research was supported in part by the U. S. Dept.
of Energy: Contract No. DE-ACO2-76CH0O016.

Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement, showing MWPC and
silicon diode receiving radiation simultaneously from the x-ray source. The current from
the central anode wire and the total anode
current were measured separately.
that edge effects were therefore, for this geometry,
negligible.
The fill gas was Xe/10ZCO 2 flowing at atmospheric
pressure and the anode voltage was 1640 V, yielding q 0 ,
the low rate avalanche charge, as 0.16 pC. In Fig. 2
measurements of tn(M) are plotted against V a , showing
that the relationship, over the full range of gain
relevant to the present measurements, is practically
linear; the slope of the straight line yields the value
of D. A value for ion mobility was also derived in
situ, by observing on an oscilloscope the minimum collection time at the cathodes for the positive ions.
Knowing the chamber geometry and the field distribution, a value for u could be calculated*
The x-ray beam, from a copper target, was normal
to the anode plane with the irradiated length of anode
wire, L, defined by means of steel collimating shims.
The x-ray intensity was continuously monitored by a
silicon diode, placed at a constant position with respect to a second window of the x-ray tube. This diode
was calibrated against the MWPC at very low count rates
where lost counts were negligible.
Linearity of the
diode over the full range of x-ray intensities was
accurately confirmed by calibrating it against an ionization chamber (in fact the MWPC with polarity
reversed )o
The HT supply to the x-ray tube was
smoothed
to reduce the intensity modulation to
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Experimental Results
These are shown in Fig. 3, where £n(q/q 0 ) has been
plotted against central anode wire current density, I j ,
for a range of values of irradiation length, L. It is
seen that there is a very well-defined linear relationship over a large range of q/q o ; the slopes of the
straight lines give values for 1/Ij. In Fig. 4 the experimental values of I j are plotted against L/h. The
continuous curve is the theoretical calculation, with
kjj evaluated as described in the Appendix. The dashed
line shows ^ - 223 nA/cm, calculated from Eq. (2) wir.h
C1 » 0.0519 pF/cm (see Appendix 2 of Ref. 4) and
u - 0.86 cm 2 /Vs.
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Fig. 2.

The logarithm of gae gain plotted against anode
voltage Va .
The slope of the best straight
line gives D - (l/M)dM/dVa - 0.00729/V.

about 8%. It is easily shown that this degree of modulation has no significant effect on the interpretation
of Eq. 1.
Knowing the central anode wire current per unit
length, ij, and rate per unit length, n j, the avalanche
charge is simply obtained as q « ij/n]»
This direct
determination of q avoids the uncertainties introduced
by pulse processing and pile-up.[2]

The marked linearity of the experimental points in
Fig. 3 shows that the essential features of the theoretical model are realistic. Further, the good agreement
over a wide range of L/h values between experimental
and calculated values of Ij suggests that the initial
assumptions are rather well justified.
The value for
ion mobility which appears in the expression for Ira,
may seem rather high [5] but, as reported above, this
value was derived in situ, from direct observation of
ion collection time In the chamber.
It is possible
that some contaminant was present but, if so, Its composition was very stable throughout the experiments.
The sensitivity of ion mobility to small changes in gas
composition is well known so that the predictive value
of Eq. (1) may well be determined finally, in practice,
by accuracy of knowledge of ion mobility in the
chamber.
An important feature revealed by the present experimental work is that the special simplification contained In the original theory (see Appendix), although
leading quickly to general, simple results, is not
acceptable If accurate prediction at small L/h values.
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Fig. 3.

Values of «n(q/qo ) plotted against central anode wire current per unit length I j , for various values of
irradiated chamber length, L. The slopes of the straight lines yield experimental values for the quantity I/I j - k (L/h)/I • (Data for L - 0.537, 0.708, and 1.067 cm are not shown in order to avoid overcrowding, butmare included in Fig. 4 ) . Note that for the horizontal axis 1000 nA/cm * 1 pC.Mhz/cm.

Now consider in the chamber a very thin sheet of
space charge, normal to the anode wire direction, of
uniform density, p, given by the expression above, of
thickness dx and of effectively infinite height. Then
it may be shown [4] that the potential in the anode
plane, in the absence of anode wires, at distance x
from this sheet, is given by
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Here h is the anode-cathode spacing, R m = h 2 /(2uV a Cj)
and TijgCx/h) is a dimensionless function defined by the
integral,

800-

cosh(irz/2)-cos8
Since the anode wire surfaces must be equipotentials,
induced charges, of linear density a(x) must produce a
cancelling distribution -5V(x). The space-charge field
distribution at the anode wire surfaces due to these
induced line charges may conveniently be expressed in
terms of an effective anode voltage distribution
-6V e (x). In the original theoretical treatment [4] it
has been assumed that 6Ve - 5V, an approximation which
greatly simplifies the subsequent analysis and leads to
approximate but general results.
However for a more
accurate
treatment
the real relationship
between
SVe and <5V must be found. This is achieved as shown,
in summary, below.
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Experimental values of I j compared with theoretical prediction (continuous curve).
As
L/h-K) the theoretical curve has the approximate form I m /(1.05L/h). The dashed line shows
the value of I m .

is required. There is, of course, a penalty for this
accuracy in the increased complexity of the calculations. For some applications precise knowledge of gain
reduction may not be necessary so that the original,
simpler version would thpn be an adequate guide.
A fuller account of this work, including results
of measurements with other gas mixtures and a more
detailed description of the theory, will be given elsewhere.

Electrostatic image theory allows one to write an
expression for 6V(x) in terms of the (unknown) induced
line charge density a(x). However, before giving this
expression it is convenient to change functions in the
following manner. The effective anode voltage distribution can be expressed in terms of line charge density
as 6V e (x) « a(x}/Ci and then, in view of Eq.(A2), it is
sensible to define a new "effective" function
by
dx
(A4)
5V e (x)
Then in terms of n m a n d
expression, from image
written

n ^ , instead of 5V and a, the
theory, for potential may be
cos(wi)
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dx»

n k
Here C - CjAireQ and a 2 - (r a /h) 2 +(2n) 2 +(ks/h) 2 . The
summations are over n and k from -•» to +». r a is the
anode :jire radius and s is the anode wire spacing.

Appendix
Several simplifying assumptions must be made in
order to develop for MWPCs a tractable theory of avalanche charge/count rate dependence; for brevity, discussions of these have been omitted below since they
are examined in Ref. [4]. However, an important oversimplification introduced in {4] has now been removed
in tha present theoretical treatment.
Consider first a symmetrical multiwire chamber
with count rate per wire per unit length nj * (constant) and with avalanches distributed uniformly in
angle round the wires. Then it follows [4] that the
space-charge density, p, is independent of position and
given by
(Al)
where q is the avalanche charge, u is the positive ion
mobility, V a is the anode voltage and Cj is the capacitance per unit length of anode wire.

Recognizing that Eq. (A5) •is a convolution integral, it follows that the unknown function n m e can be
found (numerically) as the inverse Fourier transform of
G(d))/Ho((jj) where G(u) is the transform of n ^ x / h ) and
H 0 (w) is the transform of
c

rr

cos(im)

It can be shown that
H o (») " C U

2 cosCitn) K0(a<o)

(A6)

where K o is the zero order modified Bessel function of
the second kind.
It should be noted that particular
care is necessary in the numerical evaluation of H Q C U ) ,
see Ref. 6. An important check on the final evaluation
of ritjg is the requirement that
(A7)
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5. The dimensionless function ri me (x/h,r a /h,s/h)
shown as a function of x/h, with r a /h
- 1.33xlO~ 3 and s/h » 0.470.
Also shown is
the simpler function n ^ x / h ) .

The modifying factor k,,]CL/h,ra/h,s/h) shown as
a function of L/h with r a /h - 1.33xlO"3 and
s/h » 0.470. For this geometry, as L/h-> 0, 1^
has the approximate value 1.05L/h. Also shown
is the simpler factor
and k m (L/h) is the average value of
That ie

The functions n ^ x / h ) and r\ae(.x/h,Ta/h,s/h), for a particular value of r a /h and s/h, are shown in Fig. 5.

where I
n
the integral.

Thus, finally, for uniform irradiation over a
finite length of chamber we may therefore write for the
effective anode voltage distribution

h +L/2h
k m (L/h) - - /
Hne(z-2') dz'dz
(All)
L —L/2h
The factor ^(L/h.ra /h,s/h), which is shown in Fig. 6,
should replace for accurate predictions at small L/h
the simpler modifying factor *„, (L/h) introduced in
Ref. 4.
Note that, unlike I,., k _ is a function of
chamber geometry ra/h and s/h.

+L/2
5V,, (x)

'U/2 q(Xl)

dx'
h

(A8)

Now over a considerable range of gas gain M, for most
chamber geometries and gas mixtures, there is a linear
relationship between £n(M) and V a (see Fig. 2 ) . That
is, D » (l/M)dM/dV a
is practically a constant and
therefore, if q 0 is the avalanche charge at zero count
rate, we may write
q(x)
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